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BACKGROUND AND ORbANIZt N'(4 41-i2AILID CONFERENCEr

Edward Esty

In October 1975, the Basic Skills Group of the National Institute-of%
Education (NIE)._sponsored a 3-day conference on basic mathematical skills and
learning in Euclid, Ohio. This introductory section describes the genesis
of the conference and its organization.

Background

NIE was created in 1972. Its authorivihg,legislation requires NIE to:

1., Help solve or alleviate the problems of, and achieve the_objectiyes
of, American education.

;
2. Advance the practice of education as. an -art, cience, a rofession.

3. Strengthen the scientific and technological foundations of education.

4. Build an effective-education research and development
.

In order to aid in meeting these general objectives, the National Council
on Education Research (NIE's policymaking body) approved the creation of
five priority areas in December 1973. One of thy priority areas, orivinailv
-called the Essential Skills Program, is the LearNing DiviSion of the Basic
Skills Group. The purpose of that program is

o investigate, through research and development, wayssto/aid
all children to obtain skills essential for functioning

_ adequately in school and society.

The initial focus of the program was on reading, and reading continues to
be a major area of interest. More recently, however, NIE has put increasing
`emphasis on mathematics, -

-Itq.s natural th'at when an entity called the Basic Skills Group turns
its attention to mathematics, there immediately arives the question "What'
are baiic mathematical skills?" In recent years, malty persons and groups

Iw3ve addressed' this matter (See the References fp.,1- a 4ist,of some of the

previous work.) Clearly there is.disagreement,a66ng persons concerned with

. mathematics educati4 not on'l on what "basic mathematical skills" should
mean but also on appropriate methods for deteKthinsIng the nature of hasic

mathematical skills.
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\\ As an initial step .in .planning the Basic Skills Group's Work-in mathe-
matics, it seemed to us appropriate to hold a conference wheredssues related
to basic mathematical skills could be discussed. Peter Hilton and Gerald
Rising agreed to act As cochairmen of the conference. In May 1975, they met

.withNed.Chalker of the Learning Division and me to formulate plans for'the
conference.

_ .

In addition to the disagreement among educatprs about "basic-mathematical
ills" one must also contend with the popular notions that mathematics is

ar.thmetic, and that the most basic mathematical skill, perhaps the only one,
is fluency with written:computational algorithms. This is certainly not

conception- Or basic mathematics," but Hil-e6H-Telf-ITC-a-t--goa6-Participants

might mIsunderstand the.purpose of the conference unless its title were
explicitly broadened. As a result, the title became "tpnference on Basic
Mathematical Skills and Learning."

or

Before the Conference

Organization

At our May 1975 meeting we dLided that one sensible way to get thought-
ful input from participants would be to ask each to write a position paper
so that ideas and opinions could be shared even before the conference began.
In the invitation letter, therefore, each person was asked to respond (in
about 10 pages) to the following questions:

1. What are baslc4nathematicarskihs and learning?

n--wsu.are-th6 maj6r prMO.ems related to children's cquisition,of
basic mathematical skills and learning,. and what role should NIE play in

addressing theseproblems?

Lvery participant except the two representing Federal agencies wrote a
paper, and these are published in Volume I (Contributed Position Papers).

During the Conference

-The first day of the conference was devoted to 11 short status repoets-

from'a variety of groups involved in mathematics education. Fiveof the
groups are supported by the Basic Skills Group. The 11 groups are:

1. Conference B9ard of the Mathematical James Fey

Sciences (NACOME report)
1 ,

A
2. Comprehensive School Mathematics , Burt_Kaufmanand

Program Frederique Papy

3. Education Development Center ' Jerrold 7acharias and

(Projects ONE'dnd TORQUE) Mitchell Lazarus
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4. Learning Research and Development
Center

G. M. Lindvall

5. Mathematics Education Development John LeBlanc'
Center

6. NationaA0essment of Educational' Jane Armstrong
Progress_

7. Researchforl3etter Schools, Inc.

8. Southwest Regional Laboratory

9. National Science FOundation-

10. Project for the Mathematical .

Development of Children

' David Helms and
Anna Graeber

Aaron,, Buchanan

1101*

Joseph PayL2
711'

Eugene. Nichols

11. Wisconsin Research and Development -Thomas Romberg
Center for CognitpeIearning

The first day's sessions,, like the others, were conducted under the capable
leadership of-James Wilson; I am grateful to him for undertaking this
difficult job. « I.

'IThe morning of the second day was .devoted to the presentation and
discussion of Gerald Riiing's summaryi f all 3,3 pbsition papers.

. On the basis of his analysis of he papers, Rksing/lso suggested four
topil around Jhich working groups,c ld be formed:

.1., Classroom Instruction and eacher Education:

2-, Curridulum.Development and Implementation.

3. Goa .for Basic Mathem) a'cal Skillsand Learning.

4. Researc Priorities.

01'

s

Participants and observers 1 chose which of the four groups they wishedto.join.
The rest of the conference, except for a final plenary-session; *as spent in
the small working groups. - =--

IA bumber. of observers also attended and participated fully in the
conference. The,difference between "participants" and "observers" was only
that NIE could not financially support observers' attendance. Lists of
participants and of observers appear at the end of this volume.

8
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Contents'of This Volume

The reports of the working groups form the next four chapters of this
volume. The groups were in session for only a day and a half, so their
reports are not necessarily so polished and thought out as the individual
position papers. On the ibther hand, a considerable amount of work was- 4one3,
by the third and fouyth committees, by mail, well after the conference had
ended. .7--

. -
The final versions of the working group repoits-are the'products of

the four steering committee members who agreed to take on the task of final. ,
authorship. They are, respectively, (1) Gerald Rising, (2.) Peter Hilton,

(3) Ross Taylor, and (4) James Wilson.

The last chapter of this volume i s an essay by Hilton and Rising,
expressing their views on what they see as some of the chief problems
confronting mathematics education today.
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REPORT OF THE WORKING. GROUP ON
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION AND TEACHER EDUCATION

Charles Allen' Leon Henkin (Chairperson)
Glenadine Gibb Martin Johnsoh
Anna Graeber John LeBlahc -

Joseph Harkin 'Donald Ostberg
David Helms Gerald Rising;

Joseph Rubenstein

This report summarizes the recommendations made by various committee
members and supplements that summary with the original motions. The latter
provide more detail and occasionally a differ'ent perspective from the
eventual summary. ,

Summary Recommendations

We identify the critical focus of mathematics 'education as the classroom
where students and teachers engage in the mutually supportive tasks of
teaching and learning. We urge NIE to consider alp first priority those
activities that will strengthen the classroom instructional program. In

fact, we believe that NIE should apply, as a rough measure for evaluation'of
proposed educational research and development enterprises, the distance from
the student. In other words, we urge NIE never to lose sight of the person
education is designed to. serve -- the student in the tlasroom.

Our recommendations focus on'two specific thrusts related to the improve-
ment at all school levels of,learning and teaching: (1) efforts to improve
the instructional strategies of teachers, and (2) efforts to improve the
p-reparation of teachers.

Specifically, we recommend three areas for NIE support.

1. -Exemplary innovative and creative teacher ucation programs in

mathematics for both prospective and experienced eachers that emphasize:
. -

a. Clinical procedures for gaining b tter insight into students'
mathematical knowledge.

b. Diagnosis of learning difficulties in mathematics.

c. Development of problem-solving teaching techniques,.

2. Efforts to develop effective diagnostic tools and appropriate
remediation materials. Further, this committee believes that clinical centers
need to be identified and/or established, as models that other schools might

imitate.

11
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3. Development of instructional material and methodology related to
problem, solving_ focus.7on mathematically important processes.

Efforts to improve teacher education and classroom instruction should
be coordinated across the span of educational"levels .children through
adults and classroom related roles -- student, teacher, paraprofessional,

principal, supervisor, and. ..parent -- to assure total impact. Because of
cthis we urge -that :all the components we have noted be 'cOnsidered parts of

a system with significant internal and external interactions that' themselves
are worthy of study.

Individual Recommendations-

The following specific recommendations
,
are given in essentially unedited

form so that thei,convey the unmodified intent of the author in each case.

1. We see the ekerentary and secondary school classroom teachers as
the most important figures in the total mathematics instructional program.
We belive that critical problems relate to the preservice and inservice
training and supervision of these teachers. We believe that they are usually
hard working and caPable.butfthat they have often been misdirected in their
mathemStics content and pedagogical preparation.

Because oe'this situation we recommend to NIE that a= major focus of
their concern with mathematics education be ,on teacher preparation. (We

note in this regard that a 'substantial majority of the conference papers
recommended this, many indicating this as most important.) We recommend
that support be given to the development, implementation, and evaluation of
new and creative preservice and inservice teacher preparation programs and

xrricular
materialg.

We also recommend that support be given to the establishment of exemplary
total systems (teacher preparation, classroom instruction, and supervision
and curriculum development) in order to establish existence prodfs of varied
programs as well as .to provide bases for visitation, for fair tests of curric-
ular materials and pedagogical 'techniques, and for research on mathematics
teaching and learning.

- 2. We recommend that NIE examine the present systems for communication
to and among mathematics.classroom teachers. Where they identifydiscrepancies
in the systems, we recommend that they support development of new communica-
tion modes or seek means to modify, those in current use.

3. We recommend that NIE establish and support exemplary clinical
centers that would both (1) provide diagnosis and remediation to individual
students, and (2) serve as centers for the training of mathematics clinical
remediation specia,lists and for research in this area.

4. We recommend that NIE initiate activities that would seek to:

a. Identify a more realistic list of basic skills.

12
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Identify problems -- pulling no punches. .

c, Identify responsibilities of university personnel,. school

administrators, teachers, parentg, and students.

d, Identify successful models.

e. rry out a comparative study of successful and unsuccessful
School grams. ,

f. establish guidelines for.texts and standardized tests.

5. We recommend that action be taken to modify Title I to do the

following:

,a. equire mandatory inservice Bourses for teachers.

.b. EXtend benefits to'colleges anduniversities for remediation
centers:

6. The identification of mathematics learning difficulties is essential
at all grades so that proper instruction can be designed. In view of the

. , present concern with difficulties children have wiyt,#'4.Iesqning. basicsiills;

it is increasingly necessary that diagnostic-technlqueebe.jore refined. It

is recommended that NIE provide 'support for development and fieldtesting of
models for diagnosis and remediatiQn in mathematicsat all levels. Sdch en-

deavors shOuld be joint.efforti-betweenpublic,school and university personnel.

(.

7. We recommend that NIE solicit proposals for Coopefatire Projects

. to Improve Mathematics Instretionmeeting the following four criteria:

'a. Project personnel must include teachers from two of the

categories: elementary, secondary, tertiary'schoold..

b. Project aims must include improvement of instruction at both '1

levels of schools involved.

c. New teaching materials, if develop.ed, must deal simultaneously
with subject matter and teachingprobfems and methods.

d. Proposals involApg elementary or secondary schools must include

,a component deSigned to teach.parents and school administrators ag well

as students.
A*1

8. We recognize that the support and active involi.rement A parents,

school administrators, paraprofessionals, and o.ther interested citizens is

essential for children's success in mathematics: Finding realistic methods

for enlisting the support of these segments of society and identifying their

potential contributors are both activities that may return large dividends for

relatively small investments. Such efforts should be mounted by NIE to comple-

ment efforts toward improving reacher educationand classroom instruction.

A
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9. We recommend that a compilation of proven pedagogical techniques
and teaching strategies be. assembled and widely disseminates to teachers

and other educators. 1%project of this type should include.a literature -

searchs'development of moans of gathering_fom the schools unadvertised but
valuable techniques and strategies,.research aimed at finding new approaches,
and a means for communicating effective strategies to mathematics teachers.

10. We recommend that special consideration be given to innovative
proposals for inservice teacher-training programs for teachers in inner-city
schools.

11. We'recommend that NIE support research and development efforts to
identify and prepare appropriate instructional materials and procedures for
elementary problem-solving activities that focus on mathematically important
processes. Further, we recommend that concomitant teacher education support
programs be developed.

12. We recommend that,NIE explore avenuis for identifying and rewarding
master teachers of mathematics at all school levels. One possihaity to be .

explored is the current British system for such awards. \
.-

13. Classroom instruction is enhanced when teachers have better insights
into students' mathematical knowledge. These insights may be fostered through
teacher workshops focusing on the assessment of students' mathematical
thinking and on teaching strategies derived from such an assessment:

"
Based on this rationale, we recommend that models for clinical analysis

be developed for use in,teichr workshops. Inthese workshops, classroom
teachers would (a) learn interview technique; (b) practice analysis of
students through such procedures as viewing video tapes; (c) seek to con-
ceptualize various processes of mathematical thinking; and-(d) consider
teaching techniques based on this work that would respond to student problems.

14. We recommend that NIE establish the means to identify the instructional
program for basic skills in mathematics and the related role responsibilities
of classroom teachers, school principals and supervisors, and college mathe-
maticians and mathematics educators.

4..
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REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

.

Aaron Buchanan
James Fey (Chairperson)
Peter Hilton
James Jordan '

I

Burt Kaufman
Frederique Papy
Dorothy Strong
Clifford Swartz
Robert Wirtz

Discussion in the working group on curriculum development and imple-
mentation produced suggestions of two types: (1) general policy or procedural
guidelines applicable to all potential efforts in research and development;
and (2) proposals for research and development related to specific aspects

' of the curriculum. Though several of the propoals met with nearly unanimous,
approval within the group, others were clearly minority positions. However,

since the discussions were not directed toward achieving consensus, and
certainly no vote 1441-s taken, the entire list should be viewed as consisting of
suggestions, not recommendations of the group.

--

Basic Issues andPolicy Guidelines

The Impact of Psychological Pdsifions'in Curriculum Development and Evaluation

It was suggested that NIE appoint a high level'commission to study,
in general, the behaviorist-humanist controversy currently prevalent
in American education and, in particular, the implications this
controversy has on genuine reform at all.levels. As a minimum, this
commission sh6nld include representatimilt from all major disciplines
taught-at the precollege level, elementary and secondary teachers,

, parents, school board rnembeis, school administrators, educational
.philosophers, clinical psychologists and (perhaps) a linguist. This
commissionshoule make recommendations to NIE concerning general
goals of education, alternative philosophical approaches to reach
these goals, the role of evaluation id -the educational process and
ways.to prevent it from interfering with curriculum reform and creative
teaching, and appropriate education of the public as to.the findings

( off the commission. (This was an issue that divided the group.)

The Dissemination Process.

, Futueedurriculum development and.research must include specific
plans for implementation so that findings of success can be replicated

ig. the dissemination process. .There is a need to make development

results replicable across sites.
,

.

15
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Future curriculum development efforts should lead to production
of total packages -- text materials, teacher guides, inservice
staff development plans (including resource perstnnel). ,

The Locus of Development Activity

Future curritulum development and research should take place in
situations resembling as closely as possible the school, settings
of eventual implementation. Furthermore, the development activity
should involve people from all sectors of mathematics education .

and related disciplines, and accord a prominent role to classroom
teachers.

Future curriculum research should begin to make use of materials
and procedures that research has found to be effective,

Proposals for Research and Development

Most of the following areas judged to be in need of development
activities have been the subject of recent work. More is needed in each
area, but dissemination of existing_ products is probably even more important.
We realize the potential conflict between private publishers' interests and
government support of materials production. However, we believe that the
leadership role of model government-supported projects can do much' to stimu-
late future improvements in the broad commercial curriculum materials market-
place, without. causing serious conflict of interest.

The Impact of Calculators and Computers

Experimentation with and development of instructional materials and
teachers' manuals are needed to help educators effectively use calculating
aids such as hand and desk calculators nd digital and, analog computers. This

is especially important because, otherwise, it is certain that an enatmous
investment will be made by institutions in the hardware, without adequate,
help in the form of Software. \

In making plans for needed development in calculator implementation,
NIE should refer to the findings ok a survey conducted by the mathe-
matics education staff at Ohio State University.

A variety of studies should be supported in exploring the impact of

calculators: (1) alternative sequences for elementary instruction
in arithmetic; (2) uses of the calculator as an aid and stimulus for.
arithmetic instruction; (3) ,impact of calculator availability on
problem-solving'instruction; and (4) relative importance of various
familiar fraction concepts in an environment of calculators (to
include investigation af.curriculum topics in later courses such as
algebra.there the field properties of "fractions" are .used).

Nr
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As computing equipment becomes cheaper and more miniaturized, it
will be used widely at all educational levels and by many segments
of the population from the consumer to the professional, making a
minimuis of computer - literacy a necessary part of the general

e4ikariolm-sg_all. citizens. This minimum includes exposure to some

simple. computer language, to the power and limitations of computers,
and to the ways in which computers are used in our society. Support

should be given to the development of instructional materials
'fostering this literacy suitable for various educational levels
rangingfrom elementary':1-400l to adult education.

At the secondary level there is a need to reexamine curriculum
structures and priorities in light of increasing computer and calcu-
lator capabilities to perform traditional computations. This

clearly-affects the definition of basic skills.

a
The Intdr;action of Mathematics With Its Areas of Application

s

Though there is much current activity in the search for better materials
that integrate mathematics and its applications, few high quality products

haze yet been produced.

hers is a continuing need to collect and /or produce examples of
mathematical thinking in social studies, language, etc, in the form
of source materials or, pqssibly, curriculum materials appropriate
for various grade levels-

One possible form of resource would be an extensive, thoughtful

r ,
analysis of the mathematics required in the skilled trades. This

could led to a resource of ideas for curriculum development; it

should not be viewed as a taxonomy of exit skills from school

mathematics.

Curriculums should be explored that begin all instruction with

"applied" problems, instead of postponing. problem activity until
Skills have been mastered in purely mathematical settings.

At -,the secondary level, development of curricular modules that aim

at building student ability to construct' bridges between real world

situations and mathematical models would be useful, These would

not be simply application activities, but exercises foallowed by

:reflection on methods to promote student ability with and predis-,,

position tiruse the idea's of mathematics in decisionmaking and

problem-solving situations.
. .

Development and usd of evaluation activities that pose interdiscipli-

nary problems for students could provide baseline data indicating,

more deeply than current testing programs, how well students currently

can use their mathematical skills as an aid in decisionmaking and

problem solving.

17
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The Implementation Process

There was widespread agreement that a major failing of curriculum
deirelopment efforts during the 1960's was poor implementation strategies.
Several models and specific techniques were suggested as alternatives to
the laissez-faire styaethat characterized those earlier efforts.

. ,

s It was suggested that NIE increase their present dissemination
efforts by several orders of magnitude to bring to the attention '-.

of the mathematics education community the-fact that there are :-

several NIE-funded projects in mathematics presently alienable.
A mechanism should then be developed to compare these programs on
several dimensions -- basic mathematical education (including the
acquisition of basic skills), humanistic versus behavioristic
philosophy, attention to the affective domain, mastery versus
Spiral approach -- and this comparison should then be widely diffused
to.school administrators, teachers, parents, and school board,meMbers.
School districts should be invited to submit proposals for OS try- ,

1, out and/or adoption of one or several of these programs Sticcessful ;

proposals should receive not only the necessary financial resources
Jar implementation but should also have available the full cooperation
'o'f NIE internal staff and the staff of the project that developed the'
program. That is, NIE should "advertise" its present storehouse of
curriculums and give its complete support (moral, financial`, and

personnel) in helping local school systems implement that Which they
wish to implement. Because this storehouse presently contains
almost every conceivable type of curriculum that practitioners want,
there islittle justification for starting new and expensive curric-
um projects.

NIE could train resource persons to be knowledgeable about available
alternative curricular materials and skilled in implementing those
programs. These resource people could then respond ta,school system
requests for assessment of their current programs and assistance in
choosing viable alternatives. It is suggested that these resource
people be chosen from relatively highly trained scientific/mathematics
persons with a favorable disposition- toward service to schools,
trained by NIE,and subsequently listed in an NIE or NCTM register
with their services available. Also, these reaatirce people should
be partially supported by NIE. .

. ,

Because commercial publishers play an important rolein widespread
implementation of new curriculums, they should be included at some
point in deliberations about the direction and implementation of new
ideas.

ti

Currently there is much curriculum development in local school
districts designed to meet needs of special student populations.
NIE might provide funds for broadening theses existing programs,,
making the programs better known, and financially assisting the
dissemination process.

0
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One important consideration ill judging which programs are worth
disseminating is to estimate their potential marketability and use
by large numbers of teachers under a wide range of instructional
conditions.

A genuine information gap exists with respect td what programs
(commercial and developmental) are in use across the Nation,and
the conditions under which they are being used.

,The4NSF programs in'their Cooperative School and College imple-
mentationmodel_deserve further trial, as does-the OE'identifidation,..
validation, and dilseMination program in reading.

One of the most effective parts of the PSSC physics dissemination.
program was the organized series.O.monthly regional, meetings of
teachers and scientists. Other dissemination programs shbuld
this pattern of meetings. The should be a sequential theme to
such meetings. They should be sponsored with money or credit
support as available. .

Creative Ways of Teaching Basic Arithmetic and Other Mathematical Topics

'Several-projects are currently developing ways to teactvarithmetic
_

through.Otoblem:Soiving:insteadof.mere rote drill of number facts._
and techniques. hat is needed for r-upport of ti2Se projects is a

supply of good problems. . .

-o There is a similar heed for successful methods oftdaChing arith-
metic to students who have passed the grade levels at which those
skills are ordinarily acquired -- incluaing.early-collegiateyears.

Ratios and propdrtions are another traditionally difffc4t basic
skill topic, and it might be fruitful'to approach those topics
through a function and graph style as an 'alternative to the standard

methods. _. .

Alternative Curriculum Structures

There was considerable discussion on the need for exploration of more
open curriculum structures at the elementary level, breaking down the rigid

scope- and - sequence tradition that is a barrier to innovation.

There shodld be support for experimentation with alternative
-

developmenti of the basic arithmetic skills.

Programs should be suppAted that force students and teachers to
get involved in activities that go beyond the use of paper and
pencil and reading normal textbooks to ,actual manipulation of real

world materials.

1 9,
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* Programs that offer alternatives to the linear development of
current texts should be developed and tested.

It might be productive to study the extent to which current
"materials selection procedures" perpetuate t'he tight-control
of. the elementary school curriculum exercised by established
textbook publishers.

There is.a need to determine the productivity of managemeht systems
approaches to elementary schoorinstrpction.

Materials to Assist Individualized, Djagnostic/Prescriptive Teaching

AD There is a need-to prepare mathematics curriculum materials and
procedures that will assist teachers and students in identifying
deficiencies in student understanding and performances.

There is*a comparable need for material that will help meet diagnosed

. needs of individual learners.

Evaluation

There was nearly unanimous agreement in the group that mathematics
education must develop better means of evaluating student progress toward
acquisition of higher level cognitive skills and attitv4s. Failing this,:..

curriculums will probably continue to empfiasize.those lower level skiLls

that can-be more easily measured.

20
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REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON
GOALS FOR BASIC MATHEMATICAL SKILLS AND LEARNING .

Jane Armstrong Norma Hernandez (Chairperson)
Peter Braunfeld Mary Koleski '

Earl Colborn Mitchell Lazarus
Edward Esty Dexter Magers
Robert Hammond Ross Taylor

Jerrold Zacharias

.Introduction

The NIE Conference on Basic Mathematical Skills and Learning at Euclid,
Ohio, named a committee to consider goals for basic mathematical skills and
learning fjor the next several years. A reexamination of goals is always
in order, and changing educational and technological patterns take this
committee's task especially timely.

This report is designed to reflect the thinking of the members of,the
committee, indicating the goals where there were differences as well as the
goals for wiach-consellik was achieved. In light of the limited time and
the relatively small number of persons involved, the goals presented here
should not be considered as absolute. The committee members anticipate that
this report will have some influence on mathematics education, but the
committee recognizes that much broader input is necessary-in the final
selection of goa4.. While these goals may indicate new directions in the

/4 learning of mathethatics, they should not be considered as prescriptions to be
followed without question.

The goals outlined in this paper mark the mathematical skills and
learning that people should acquire4nAN way,taeigh sthool graduation.)
Many of these topic:" how0er, wi ****in elementary tchoo.l. Thus these.

goals represent the overall mathem- ical outcomes appropriate to 12 years of
schoojing.

?.= 1.."-
..*: 'fi . It .

1 .
....._

.

There are three categoritA Of goals.,/'
1.,

1.. General Goals. General goals-indicate the advantages that can accrue
to a child's life with an understanding of mathematics. _In a sense, these

_ are the "why's" of a mathematics education -- in' very broad terms;,the reasons

for studying matinatics. ,--

.

,

A communication from NIB to conference participants _reads in part:
"...'Skills' is to be intetpreted in the widek Posqible Sense., as a kind of
shorthanOor abilities, understandings, knowledge, and soon. ".

21
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2. Basic Goals. Basic goals are those which should be attained by
adults in our society. This is the mathematics needed by consumers, citizens
and voters, and many workers. This kind of mathematics can also broaden
possibilities for hobbies and recreation. Provisions should be made to give
all students the opportunity to attain these basic goal"y the time they
graduate from high school. Which of these goals can idealistically be required
as minimum essentials for high school graduation. would be determined on the
basis of program development, implementation, and evaluation. For the small
minority of students with severe learning disabilities, attainment of even
those basic goals determined to be minimum essential goals would not be
realistic.

.

3. Further Desirable Goals. Further desirable goals will meet the
greater needs of students whoSe_interest in mathematics goes beyond the
ordinary, either in training. for a profession to which mathematics is basic
or purely for its own'sake. Topics covered by meeting these goals represent
a deeper intellectual approach than the basic goals do. But these more

.advanced goals are not.only for gifted or preprofessional students; they are
worthwhile for any Student interested in pursuing them.

General Goals

L.,

The purpose of mathematic& education is threefold: (1) to prepare the
child/for life as a consumer, voter, and citizen; (2) to begin the training
for a variety of productive occupations and professions; and (3) to assist
the child in developing a rich and rewarding life.

Broadly, then, school mathematics should develop a student's ability to
think. In suitable contexts, experience with mathematics can enhance a
student's perceptions, help him or her reason constructively, and bring
insight to a wide variety of problems and situations. In many situations

the contributions of experiences in learning mathematics to one's ability to
think are vitarto the attainment of a goal or solution of a problem.

"Second, educationih mathematics should encourage the ,ability to feel
secure in situatio s calling for reasoning or quantitative thinking. The

student should de elop the level of self-confidence necessary to operate
effectively in a s ciety that-makes heavy use of mathematics and mathematical

Third, mathematics should improve students' ability to do. Mathematics
education should include a range of "mathematical tools" useful in practical
contexts. These tools help people rope with realistic prOblems in efficient
ways.

Basic Goals

Appropriate Computational Skills (

The automation of arithmetic during-the past half century has strongly
affected educational needs. Hand-held calculators have had the most recent

22
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1

T

(and potentially drastic} effects. The whole issue of the effect of the
. calculatdr on the teaching of arithmetic is a very complex one which deserves

considerable investigation and consideration. As a rule, decisions on arith-
metic topics should consider both general usefulness to adults in the caging
decades and the investment of time that a majority of students need for
mastery.

With the increasing availability of calculators, adults will have less
need for longhand arithmetic in the future. The tithe that we currently

spend teaching elaborate long division problems and complicated lowest common
denomination fraction problems -- often with little success -- could be better
spent on more interesting, rewarding, and motivating topicg.

*;^
However, students-shautd-not hecome completely dependent on calculators.

While avoiding endless and mindless drill in computation, we should emphasize
the mathematical principles and_concepts underlying the computation algorithms.
For example, the two-by-one digit multiplication algorithm depends on dis-
tributivity. Learning the processes of computation combined with the skills
of estimation and approximation is useful in terms of readiness for future
learning.

We must find the "rightu-rumbination of undetstandings and skills to
enable a student to develop an algorithm when necessary and to use the me-
chanical and electronic devices when it is efficient to do so. Students

must know the basic s'ngle-digitsnumber...facts, including the multiplication
table, and should uent at Some reiati.iy simple types of computation..
Exactly how much, befween this "bare bones" minimum and the amount of computa-
tion that is currently being taught, is a question that needs further study
and far more discussion among a broader base of people.

Links Between Mathematical Ideas and Physical Situations

Studelits should be able to relate the abstract properties of mathematics
to physical situations. This typically involves expregsing a real situation
in mathematical terms, manipulating the mathematics with an eye to gaining
some conclusionaNbout_ABLinaight into the real situation, and then trans-

lating the result tback_into realistic terms. When coupled closely with the

teaching of mathematical. skills and ideas, these relation.ships can help
enhance motivation, provide mental frameworks on which to hang more abstract

ideas, and offer ways for students 6o 5Stay in practice. (The basic goals

which follow are closely related to khis one:)

Estimation and Approximation

These skills are basic to facility and comfort with quantitative ideas.
Students should kdow some simple techniques for estimating quantity,-length,
distance, weight, and so on. Also, students should be able to carry out

approximate, rapid calculations by first rounding off numbers. Necessary

here are a sense of the likely error in various procedures, and of whether a

particular result is-precise enough for the purpose at.band.
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Organization and Interpretation of Numerical Data, Including Using Graphs

Currently,- information often takes the form of numbers sometimes
many numbers at once. Students.shOuld know not onlyhow to set up simple
tables,-charts, and'graphs, bdt also how to read them and draw conclusions.
Well-organized charts and graphs are especially helpful in recognizing
patterns and trends in a collection of numbers. Moreover, students should
be confident enough with numerical data that a mass of numbers per se is

,,not intilaidating. :

Measurement, Including,Selection of Relevant Attributes, Selection of Degree
of Precision, Selection of Appropriate Inseiument, Techniques of Using
Measuring Instruments, and Techniques of Conversion Among Units Within a
System '

a

Measurement is central to useful mathematics because measurement is
the way people most often express reality in numbers. While it is possible
to argue whether measurement is mere legitimately a topic-of mathematics or
of science, no one will dispute its importance. At a minimum, students*
should know hoW to measure length, distance, weight, volume, and temperature,
and perhaps area and angles as well.

Alertness to Reaso9abigness of Results
. )

*
.

Due to arityetic errors dr other mistakes; results of mattematical work
are sometimes wrong. Occasionally they are manifestly unsound. Students

should learn to inspect all results, checking far reasonableness in terms.of
the original problem.

Qualitative Understanding of and Drawing'Inferences from Functions and Rates
of Change

This refers-to a gener a l understanding 'of how one quantity can "depend"
on another, along with a qualitative grasp of rates of thange. For example,
one's financial condition can be projected on'the basis of present condition,
rate of expenditure, and rate of income. Graphs _and tables can be used to

give students a feeling for relationships among quantities:

ns of Probability

Students should learn enough about probability to be able to meaningfully
interpret weather forecasts and other predictions that are presented using
notions of probability. Students should be able to rationally apply probability
in problem-solving and gambling situations. For example, they should be aware
of the notion of independence of events, realigng, for instance, tha4TIf
fair coin is fItiopped the probability of had is 1/2 regard4ss of what
occurred on previous flips. tip

I
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.Computer Uses: Capabilities and Limitations (Gained through Direct Experience)

It is important for all citizens to understand just what computers do --
and do not do. The "mystique" surrounding, computers is disturbing, for it
can put people with no, understanding of computers at a disadvantage. By far,

the best way to become acquainted with computers is to work with them, even
if only a little. To gain a sense of what computers do best; and of how c.

much their performance is governed by human planners and programers, there
is no substitute for writing, 'debugging, and running a simple program.' A
little experience can go a long way toward dispelling the computer mystique.

Problem Solving

Problem-solving should be considered as a special &al- interrelated with
all of the general:basic, and further desirable goals presented he e. For

example, for computation to be useful, we must be able to determinetwhen to
add, subtract,-multiply, or divide. Basic', goals such as estimation and

approximation, organization and interpretation of data including the use of
graphs, and alertness to reasonableness of results are important primarily
because of the contributions they make to problem solving. Everyone should
have a large collection of facts, information, and experiences that can be
helpful when confronting a new-situation. Changing scale, or changing frame

of reference, can make the problem look different, and sometimes easier.
Successive approximation can help narrow the problem to a workable solution.
There are Many other examples of general problem-solving'techniques.

Further Desirable Goals

Recdg,nition that Mathematics is a Construct

MLthematics is a product of creative and inquiring minds. It is a live

and dynamic discipline with new developmentS that are stimulated both by

practical-and-fifaireticai sources. The basic goals previously listed tend
to stress relations between the mathematical realm and the real world.
However, students should know something about internal considerations of the

discipline of mathematics. While mathematicians have great freedom in selecting

assumptions upon which mathematics is baded, they must develop mathematical

.qructures that are internally consistent. In some cases, such as the develop-

-6ent of non - Euclidean geometries, the assumptions selected may appear to be

implausible. However, Mathematicians do not tend to select their assumptions

capriciously. Their work is directed toward contributing to theoretical
mathematical knowledge or praCtical application of mathematics.

lity to R4scm Abstractly

Students should- be abl reason in the abstract realm without recourse

to the concrete, Students".shoujd,come to understand the nature of an argument

or proof, and should be able to form an opinion about its reasonableness. The

ability to construct such arguments, ikI purely abstract ways, isuseful in,

other fields as well as in mathematics,

2 6
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Enrichment of the Student's World ,.

Mathematics can be an aid to insight -- a way df looking at events and

phenomena that brings increased appreciation, understanding, and creativity.
Developing such styles of perception is, or should be, part of what it means

to become educated. A student's world can be enriched by gaining knowledge
of the contributions that mathematics (and mathematicians) halit made to our

culture.
A

-,1sh
,

1

Acquaintance with the Natural Notations of Mathematics

S."2

waysOver the centuries, people ha workad out certain of g 4.wn

mathematical ideas.. In the Proces , an international written lang gte has

been developed for communicating mathematical ideas.. The4use of e ponents

and the development of Hindu-Arabic notation, including the use f the numeral

zero, are examples of notations that have facilitated magatica5l communica-

tion,andthought.

c

. .

.

Mathematical Modeling ^4 A
,--

t.-.

A mathematical model represents, in the'aBtract realm; certain aspects
.

.

of some real'or hypothetical situation. -* poWer stems from the relative

ease of manipulating the mathematics instead of the real situation. For

example, a mathematical model could be created by making mathematical assump-
tions ebncerning the sizeof the whale population in the world and factors
affecting birth and death rates of whales.' Then the model could be Used to
predict the growth or dec4ne of the whale po lation.

The principle rqathematicalmgdeling has been an important element in

human progress over é past few hundred years. -It is through models that
mathematics finds some of,its most elegant and useful applications to the

changing needs of mankind.

26
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REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON

Nicholas Branca
Thomas Carpenter
Robert-Davis
Herbert' Ginsburg
David lehr
Mauritz Lindvall

RESEARCH PRIORITIES

Eugene Nichols
JOUTh Payne
Davtd4Perkins-

Thomas Romberg (Chairperson)
Israel Scheffler
James Wilson

Introduction

Drawing upon the research questions posed by the participants of this
conference, the research working group viewed as its task the preparation
of a set of recommendations concerning the support of research basic to the
learning and teaching of mathematics. The recommendations.are directed to
NIE to assist them in their future planning; to mathematics,educators to
assist them in directing their scholarly efforts; and to the educational
research community at large. The recommendations have been organized and
two headings -- policy recommendations concerning research on the learn
and teaching of mathematics, and redommendations as to the priority of

. questions tb be investigated.

Policy Recommendations

.Although thrs working gtoup sctkPiket,esij-ariV of 4ts:iiile identifying,
7.1

clarifying, and categorizing the specrfigi2,10tioti.S raised by the conference,
.participants, sentiment on several genera144polici issues was strongly and
repeatedly expressed. Five such policy issues are addressed in the following
recommendations.

,Recommendation 1. Increased support of research related to the learning
and teaching of thathematics is critical.

A common theme, voiced in several ways, appears in almost every paper
presented at the conference; namely, there are many important questions about
the learning and teaching of mathematics but not very tnany answers. The sages,

soothsayers, and A...arlatans are.and will be proposing answers, but only
through scholarly'inquiry will real answers be found. We agree with the
_qtitics that past tesearch in this area has been inadequate. Past tresearch

ein.be'charactekized as a plethora of piecemeal studies rather than sets of
studies reflecting, scholarly chains of inquiry. Too many studies have been
based on an inadequate conceptualization of the pcoblem being investigated
and have employed poor:instruments and inapprbpriate methodology.

These faults of past and current research are the typical characteristics
of emerging 'fields of inquity. On the other, hand, it is clear that we now
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know more about the teaching and learning of mathematics than we did some

15 years ago before there was substantial Federal support for educational

research. in particular, we have eliminated some options that at one time
seemed to be viable but proved to be unproductive; we have developed a much

more sophisticated research methodology; and we have identified some poten-

tially promising directions for researchr For example, we know not to rely

solely on simplistic frameworks suchas behavior modification or discovery
learning to solve our,yroblems, not to use standardized performance tests as
sensitive dependent 'variables, and not to rely on quasi -experimental designs

from agriculture as canons of research methodology.

In summary, we feel that a promising start has been made both in terms
of research completed and in terms of improvements in research methods. We

believe that continued and increased support of research is the only intelli-
gent way that many of the questions raised by the participants of this
conference can be satisfactorily answered.

Recommendation 2. Research efforts supported in mathematics education

should be diverse in terms of breadth of problems attacked but shbuld

be concentrated and collaborative in terms of resources devoted to
those problems selected for study.

The specific research questions raised by the participants (summarized

in the next section of this report) clearly indicate the.diverse conce4ps-of

mathematicians, mathematics educators, psychologists, classroom teachefs,.,and

the public. No one constituency's concerns should be suppdfted at the expense

of others. Research on diverse questions by persons with diverse approaches I"

and methodologies must be supported.

Once it has been decided to support a line of inquiry, sufficient re-
sources must be provided so that a sequence of related studies can be carried

out. Single, isolated studies are rarely of much value. Profitable research

proceeds in small steps. By concentrating their resources on a chain of re-

lated studies, scholars increase the probability of finding useful answers.

Finally, while through the history,of scholarly inquiry one can identify
productive scholars who have proceeded independently of others, and support of

such scholars must continue, perhaps the greater productive work, on complex

problems (such as those of education) has occurred in programmatic research
environments where persons of differing backgrounds work in collaboration.

Recommendation 3. It is imperative that researchers in mathematics
education drastically enrich the procedures by which problems are
conceptualized and explore a variety of methods, especially those
proved successful in fields other than mathematics education.

It is not our intention to detail a list of such methodologies, but to

suggest that a search for them be encouraged by NIE and undertaken by investsi-,

gators in mathematics education. In an attempt to stimulate such.an effort,

,we present a few examples.

Several of the questions for future research concern the cognitive

processes children use in doing mathematics. The main questions refer to,
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children's problem-solving procedures, to.the rule structures producing
both success and failure in mathematical behavior, and to such issues as
comprehension of mathematical ideas. Such questions have been approached
by various investigators in cognitive psychology who he not been directly
concerned with mathematical education.

For example, psycholinguists have used both naturalistic and experi-
mental paradigms to investigate children's comprehension of quantitative
terms like "more" and "same." Information-processing psychologists have
developed elaborate methodologies for analyzing detailed behavioral and
verbal protocols during complex problem-solving episodes involving both
children and adults. Piagetian psychologists have explored the use of
clinical interview techniques that some researchers in mathematics education
have recently found valuable. Experimental psychologists have developed
techniques for characterizing aspects of mental representation, including
imagery, and investigating their role in problem solving. And cognitive
psychologists, particularly those concerned with cross-cultural and social
class issues, have clarified the distinction between underlying intellectual
competence and performance as influenced by cultu'ral and motivational factors,
an analysis resulting in the development of research techniques sensitive
to intellectual competencies usually ignored.

We have listed several new approaches to methodology in the area of
cognitive processes. Similar points could be made about the other areas of
proposed research; it is imperative to consider newly developed research
techniques in such fields as political science, organizational decisionmaking,
anthropology,, and social psychology. For example, in the realm of philosophy,
analytic philosophy has been concerned with logical analysis and with meaning
clarification (which also are methodological matters). The philosophy of
mathematics has been concerned with the foundations of mathematics; ethics
ea' Social philosophy have been concerned with matters of value and purpose;
and philosophy of education has dealt with purpose and value in education.

At the present state of our knowledge, it seems. useful to explore the
potential r'elevance of these procedures for research in mathematics education.
In many cases we may find'. that these-procedures are not immediately applicable
to our problems; we may need to modify the methods; but should not need to

_ .

reinvent them. Such improvements may be facilitated by interdisciplinary
communication and cooperation in which researchers from other disciplines are
challenged by the special problems faced by mathematics educators, and in
which the latter attempt to assimilate what is useful in the other disciplines.

Cooperation may be enhanced by the creation of aliew institutional frame-
work for the conduct of research in mathematics education. Such a framework
might include new publication outlets, interdisciplinary centers, and new
professional organizations.

Recommendation 4. Support for the collection and collation of informa-
tion from prior work in mathematics education'is essential.

In several of the papers and in our group discussions, strong sentiment
was expressed that merely recommending work on various questions does not
take cognizance of the fact that much work, has been done directly on, or

, -
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bearing on, many such questions. The first steps in research are thinking

about problems and collating information (which is largely scattered) from

prior:work. In many cases, those steps in thArselves yield valuable answers.
There is an urgent need for giving-support to certain centers or individuals'

to address questions critically and inventively rather than to put all
resources into further empirical investigations.

Recommendation.5. Particular attention should be paido problems of

instrumentation and evaluation in mathematics educa

Two aspects of this recommendation should be recognized. First, one

mark of a mature science is its pdssession of sophisticated instrumentation

and techniques: Basic research on the development of instruments to measure
processes as well as achievement in mathematics must be considered. New

techniques must be developed and repeatedly used. Research is needed on

alternatives to the Standardized tests -in use today. Our tests are inadequa't'e,

but little research is being done to explore acceptable alternatives.

Second, we must have quality evaluation studies in.mathematics education:.
Attention to evaluation studies includes not only instrumentation and the
collection of appropriate information, but the proper interpretation and
utilization of evaluation or assessment ideas. The use of evaluation, tech-

niques for, judging the worth of new products and processes is a fertile

research dothain for the mathematics educator. Also, research is needed on

the processes of evaluation and assessment in mathematics education.

Priority Recommendations

As a first step irr our deliberaiions,:.the research group attempted to

identify the research questions pond by 'theliarticipants of this conference.

Next, these questions were organizedinto meaningful categories. Finally,

because there are not adequate human and financial resources to reasonably;

'investigate all of,the questions raised by the participants in this conference,
we found it necessary to prepare guidelines that NIE, faced with the task of

allocating its scarce resources wisely, could use to establish priorities.

During- an initial brainstorming session, questions derived from the

papers prepared for the conference and questions of personal concern to the

.committee members were discussed. From this session, 103 specific questions

were identified. After examining the questions for redundancy and clarity,

this list was reduced to 52 questions.

The questions were classified on two didensisins: (1) focus or area of

investigation and (2) levels of-mathematicalills.

The guidelines we propose, are summarized under the following three
recommendations calling for a bilanced effort among competing interests.
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Recommendation 6. Research in mathematics education should be suppofted

to reflect a balance between investigations directed toward resolving
questions of Immediate practical urgency and investigations related to
understanding learning and teaching.

Many participants at the conference raised critical questions that if
answered would directly improve the current practicet: Such questions as
Vhat is the current status of the acquisition of skills?" or "What is the
effectof different innovative uses of hand calculators?" reflect this- stance.
On the other hand, the psychologists and the instructional researchers saw
,a need for basic research dealing with other questions like "How do students
process information?" or "To what extent are concepts context bound'?" Answers

to such questions provide a basis fot building a better understanding of
learning or instruction.

An analogy to cancer research is useful. There are questions of practical
importance (like radiation treatment) that must be examined if current
practice is to be improved. There are also basic questions that if explored
could lead to a better understanding of the causes of cancer and in the long
run could produce more substantial benefits. Both types of research are

important and potentially productive. Research in bolh categories should be

given high priority.

The point we want to make by stressing "balance" is that the sorting
into immediate Practical and long range-understanding priorities does not
mean a choice must be made as to which is more important. Both should be

pursued with equal commitment. In particular,-it would be shortsighted to
sacrifice understanding for immediate'priorities. Indeed, such would fore-
stall any lorig term successful resolution to most of those priorities,
whatever patchwork might be quickly done. This means that a firm understanding
of the cognitive processes involved in doing and learning mathematics is a

research imperative.

Within the practical and understanding categories, the priorities we
have assigned should not be taken as reasons against considering excellent

research in low or nonpriOrity areas. All the questions listed, and no doubt

many others, are relevant; and it is. the nature of excellent research that

its implications reach beyond its superficial- boundaries. The priorities

are suggestions for the weighting or relative balance Of-support rather than

reasons to exclude any proposed piece of research without Consideration of

its individual merits. \

Recommendation 7. Mathematics education research should be supported

on questions that reflect all seven areas of investigation identified,

but with preference to the first three-areas.

By examining the various questions we were able to identify seven areas

of investigations: (A,) identification and clarification of specific aspects

of research problems; ,(B) the development of attitudes, concepts, skills,'

processes; (C) instruction; (D) school context; (E) political Wand social

context of the school; (F) methodologies of research, development, and

evaluation; and (G) teacher training.

131
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-
The fundamental tion amoni the areas/ 4s the object of the

investigation. In A ea imary object of Vivestigation. is the indi-

vidual

;AL.

vidual child. In Area C questions shift to pedagogy and the emphasis is

on the teacher and student-group interaction. In Areas D and E the focus

is of the school organization and the political and social context of

schooling. One observes in this schema a widening perspective starting
with the individual child and expanding to include more comprehensive

social structures that encompass the child.

In Areas A and F the focus is on the research process itself. Clearly,

our ability to improve educational practice with respect to mathematics is

limited by our research methodologies and by our ability to define the

problems clearly.

Within the first five areas we see a distinct hierarchy. It' is

difficult to conceive of any significant progress at any leVel without a

careful definition of the problem. Thus, to some degree, investigations

in all areas include Area A activities. Similarly, research in Areas C,

D, and E seems to depend upon a firm basis in Area B.

Finally, while only one question was raised with respect to teacher

education, it is an important area. Thus, we created Area G to cover

teacher training.

Recommendation 8. Mathematics education research should be supported

on questions that reflect a balance among different levels of mathe-

matical skills.

I-

The mathematical skills identified by the conference. participants could

have been subdivided into various categories. However, we felt that three

general labels were useful to partition the,guestions on ,this dimension: (I)

manipulation, (II) quantitative and spatial comprehension, and (IIi) problem'
. ,

solving. -
.

4 . -.
. .
. ;

Manipulation includes a large number of items dealing with recall of -.
.,

facts, application of skills,

.

s, algorithms, and so oni and their routinizatioa

or their relationship to various aspects of mathematics, QuantitatixT and
.

spatial comprehension refers to questions about bow students quantify'cir',

model problem situations,, such as by, measuring. Problem solving refers to, -

questions concerning strategies and heuristics astudent uses to.sOlve prOlems:
,.

The Identification and Classification of Specific ResearcbQuestiong
a e.

The Research PriOrities Working Group,felt it would be fielpful if wg

could go beyond the eight policy recommendations to'the identification of the

specific research questions raised by the conference participants, and'subse-

quently to classify each by priority, area, and tontent,as.suggested in.

recommendations 6, 7, and 8. While the classificat.ipn of most.questions met,

with nearly unanimous approval in the group, others were clearly minority

positions. The entire classification should be,viewed as merely suggestive,
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The final list DI research questions derived by the group in its
deliberations appears at the end of, this section: The questions are, _

grouped by priority classification. Following each question the area of
investigation and content of the question is given using the following .,
code:

Area of Investigation

A. Identification and clarification.

B. Development of .

C, Instruction.

'D. School context.

E. Political and social context.

F. Methodologies of . . .

G. Teacher training.

Levels of Skills

I. Manipulation. ,

II. Quantitative and spatial comprehension.

III. Problem Solving.
. '

Because of their breadth, the questions often _span areas, content, and
even priority.categOries. "Firist priorities" represent those questions ,

where inquiry is some mix of urgent, logically pricir, manageable, likely to
show some results in a short-time,'and likely to have'a broad payoff. "Second"
and "third" priorities .are roughly goverkted by,a Aiiinisbed portion of these
categories. 5

. .
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2. Study exceptionally successful teachers, students, and schools.

This procedure seems clear and important a matter of tapping information

resources alteady on hand. However, it may%oot be easy to do, especially

in light of confusion concerning what'constit4es being successful. However,
the results of such a study could lead to the identifiCation of teaching
strategies or pedagogical met 'hods of great value. C - -I, II, III; D--I, II,

3. Perception of structures; noticing (relation to taste; sense of

aesthetics). This asks whether and when people spontaneOgsly,notice in their
out-of-math-class experience structures add occasions for tactics learned in

class. Such spontaneous noticing is crucial if there is to be good payoff
outside the clasgroOm; yet research on curriculum success typically ignores
this, and curriculums ate rarely designed with this transfer objective

continuously in mind. In particular, what are children's tacit and /or

spontaneous concepts, processes,skillsibeliefs? This is fundabental. We
must know where they are as well as where .we want to. wove them before we

can decide how to move them. Though many belieft,prevail concerning what
attitudes and skills children do or do not have,it became clearat.the
conference that there is much simple,descrcptive work that needgto,be done
along with the gore subtle probing of'underlying cognitive processes. B--I,

II, III..

4. True functional needs. (remember Xerox) In the midst of contro-

versy about what.skills people ought to have, this question calls for the

matter to be studied empirically -- track people'-s lehSvior and see where

they need which skills. "Remember Xerox" remiids.us that "needs" should not

merely mean needs exercised by current/practices. As with the office copier,

there may be dnrecognized.needs.. In articular, the potential of hand

calculators must be explored. What are their innovative uses? 'Learning

uses? What would be the long range implications of substituting calculators
for pencil- and -paper computation?' III.

, .

5. ,Why are algorithms so hard to learn? In particular, how do students
acquire algorithmic routines from problem situations or instructional algo-
rithms?

f

6. .What are children able to comprehend? All scrts of claims are made
concerning what children of various ages are or are not able to do, and,
therefore, about what is or is not possible to teach. The claims are Contra- -

dictory and need to be.resolved. Aliowhat'is the relationship betWeen

comprehension and computation? B--I, II, 1114

Second Priority

7. .Study "passive" vs. "active" learning. For example, TV as it relates,

to noticing.
, .

8. Do children'understand the informative nature of error and when it Is. .

teachInformative? 'How is'error information used to solve problems ?" Can we
.

this BL-II 1.1I, .
. . .

. -0 .
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9. Study "real".vs. "contrived" activities. B--II, III; C--III.

10. Study mathematical trauma, "symbol shock," etc. Identify people gla
clinical studies. s--I.

.
. -

Third Priority

11. To what extent are manipulatives used in the. early grades? II.

- -
12. What are public attitudes toward'mathemaetics? What are the sources

of these'attitudes? How..do they develop? E--I, III.

13. Study organizational.task structure (what-teachers are expected to
do) and organizationa/ technology (what materials And routines teachers and
students are to SolloW) as related to mathematics performance. D--I, II, III,:

O

Questions Related to Understanding.

First Priority

14: What models for learning are generalizable across content areas?
: That is, what models of learning and-learning,prpe,dures that one can de-

liberately practice apply indiffergntly to many content areas? How good are
these models --4pd cad we import them to appj.Y to problems of.math education?
This asks for some heavy thinking about how to applyAlready developed
_concepts to the problem at hand. One way to approach this question-would be
to study elementary inforinatipn processes -- memory management processes,
types-of encodings,.types 6f search procedures, basic symbol manipulation
repertoires. In particular the study of information processing underlying
learning should be contrasted with terminal performance. This is a distinc-
tion that has not been explored carefully and might be very fruitful lo
explore. .We dare not assume that the processing involved in a partially
mastered skill bears some simple relations to the final process --
merely slower, less reliable. Rather, the step from halting and inadequate
performance to mastery may involve substantial shifts in the organization of
the process. B--I, II, III; C--I, II, III.

15. To what extent are concepts context-boupd or general, and'when?
This asks about the nature and problems of transfar 1- how readily will
concepts mastered in one ,context carry over to,othets, and.what kind of
nudging, explicit pointin§ out of connections or the like, encourages such:
transfer. Everyday examples show that the help:teedad to achieve tranSfdi:
varies enormously with the sort of material unAer consideration and that
this question needs to be asked repeatedly if education wants to achieve
maximum leverage. B--II, III.--

16. What techniques of practice are being used and how effective are
they? This asks what is known about effective practice -- diffefent patterns,
schedules, motivation and whethen this information, is in fact. being used

in current math programs. One suspects{, -with regard to learning algorithms,
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.

'that there may be valuable parallels with, and information importable from,
such areasas musical or athletic training, where routinization is at a
premium. -B- 11.

Second Priority

17. Study search strategies.

Third PribtitY

.
18. What does It mean to comprehend? B--II, Ili.

h.4

19, Study imagery and other -- in mathematics. Is it needed?

- How is it used? B--I,"III.

20. Study the role of mental arithmetic. A--I, III.

21. Study cognitive styles as,guides to alternate methods of instruction.

B--I, II, III; C--I, II, III.

Other Questions of Interest

Limite'd by time constraints and the background of the group participants,
several interesting questions raised were not given a priority designation.
Simply becaUse these questions were not listed as priorities should not be
construed as indicating their lack of importance.

22. Study attitudes -- teachers', children's, parents' as a social

phenomenon. Particularly study attitudes concerning "work" versus "pleasure,"

S. especially held by teachers.

23. Study the relation between"language and mathematics.

24. Study the role of false (partial, approximate) ex planations in,

pedagogy.

. .... . .

25. 'Probe sociology of the classroom as it relates to (e.g.,, "limits) ,the
.

' introduction of-new practices. . Y.
: I . c

. , ,

, -

26. Study the match betwen One-pedagogical intent of a program and what

in fact' is acquired and diver"ps from intent. - *, ' -

.
1

. 2-7, Study the relations.f mathematics to other'-fields, =e.g., art, both
....

. -abstraCtly fformel parallels or applications) and'in the learning processes

involving the chilki. . . '

. - . ' 4 e
, 7 .

.

. .

28. Study humanizing mathematics.--'history ofmat hematics, biography of

- math4maticians (as in Project Physics). Relate..mathem-atic'S to other'aSpects

-... ofrculture. Figure out hOW to create a mOxe humanistic picture.for the

e. child.child (This related to.publfc and personal attitude.) -
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29. Study the factual adequacy and infldence of testing. .In particular,,
see if we can move away from testing technOlogy.

30. Study-students' preferences and see whether they match our expec-
tations. Study the motivational role of students' choice.

31. Study achievement gaps in mathematics as related to other subjects.
.Metric problems In sciencel

32. Study the effect of reward structures and different kinds of rewards.

33. Study teacher education.
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. THOUGHTS ON THE STATE OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION TODAY

Peter Hilton and Gerald R. 'Rising

Introduction: A Personal Disclaimer

When we were asked by NIE to act as cochairmen of a conference on basic
skills and learning in,mathematics, our enthusiasm for the charge given to
us was tempered by our realization that many of those sharing our concern

,about the state of lidathematics education today would believe that our own
_special interests might lead us to'introduce some bias into the proceedings

of the conference. This hesitation on our part was fully and unmistakably
justified by some of the'responses that we received to our initial invitation
to our colleagues in mathematics education to paIticipate it the conferenEe.
Nevertheless, we hope that the actual conduct of the conference put to rest
the fears of those,who'thought that the proceedings might somehow or other
be rigged in order to reach a conclusion favorable to a particular point of
view or set of points of, view with,regard to the problems besetting mathemat-
iEs education today.

We have also peen asked by NIE to provide our own summary of the confer-

ence. In view of the fact that within the span of two fairly substantial vol-
umes the proceedings of the, conference have been made available to the public,
we have thought it neither necessary nor, indeed, helpful to try to provide a
summary Ofthele proceedings. Rather, we will set out in this article to ex-

,

press olir own thoughts arising from the deliberations of the conference. Cer-

tainly these thoughts will have been strongly influenced by our own positions
with regard to developments in mathematics education. For the existence of

such a bias in our remarks,...we make no apology. Our choice of thoughti is our

own, but we both gladly testify to the strong effect ofthe contributions writ-
ten and oral of the conference participants had on our own thinking. Neverthe-

less, at the risk of becoming tedious, we feel bound to emphasize that the pres-
ent article is of a personal nature and commits no one except the authors.

We have grouped our comments under 10 headings: of course, both the

:nature of these 10 problems and the means,proposed for their attempted
solution involve consideable overlap, but we have thOught it helpful to
separate them in this way and. treat them fairly independently.

6

1. Problems of Communication

The communication problem is perhaps the central one in curriculum devel-
opment. An enormous amount of work on curriculum development has been done
overthe past years, but very little Of it has become part of the-common fund
of knowledge of professionals in the field. :Many gOod programs are now
gathering dust on the shelves of NSF and NIE. Many poor programs continue to
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receive support by these agencies when, in aur view, a full description of
their activities would immediately expose their inherent weaknesses. 'Projects
get repeated and .continue to be executed by the same project teams addressing
the sameaudience. The wheel is forever-being rediscovered.

As a possible remedy for this situation, which must be very familiar to
manpeople and has become highly topfcal.as a result of recent Congressional
hearings on the NSF bill, we suggest a new peHodical designed to provide
information about developments in mathematics curriculums and in pedagogy.
The experience of recent years shows that, "Such reports-are not going to be
accepted by regular mathematics education journals. Nor, we contend, would
thig method of publication sdrve the intended purpose. We envisage a publica-
tion that would include extended passages from curricular materials; reports
on classroom trials of materials; comparisons among developments; points of
view regarding curriculum development; and analyses of and suggegtions for
classroom teaching practice. Naturally, such a journal would not be restricted
to the publication of government-supported projects, but would be open to
commercial agencies and authors as well. We believe that the publication of
a perlpdical of the'type proposed Would not Only meet,a most serious need in
mathem4ics education today, but would also satisfy many of the Congressional
and lay critics of the NSF dissemination program.

2. Science Teaching

At the Euclid conference it was cAar that much attention was given to
discussions of what science topics should be taught in the mathematics class-
room and how they should be taught. Significantly, this attention was by no
means.confined to those who had come to the conference with an explicit brief
to direct the attention of its participants, to these problems. Some partici-
p ants reacted to the emphasis given to science teaching by suggesting that

teachers of mathematics could bettei:address themselves to the task of Bevel-
oping basic mathematical skills and learning in their students if their
classes were notisaddled.with a proliferation,of science topics such as
measurement and the metric system, data collection, approximation, estimation,
and applications. -

We find ourselves in some sympathy with this rather parochial approach
to. the subject, but it is a human Tether than a prpfessional.sympathy. We do
not believe that there should exist strong sharp demarcations among disciplines
at the elementary level. We do believe, that a'chilashould know when he is
doing mathematics; but he should surely realize that.a principal purpose of
doing mathematics is to be able to answer questions which are, in a broad sense,
cientific,ffinus,.. we believe that the task of teaching the effective applica-
tion of mathgmatics is a task that teachers of Mathematics and mathematics
educators in general must share with other teachers and other ,educators. And
it is the tendency.of these other people to regard the teaching of anything
mathematical as the exclusive responsibility of the Mathematics class, and
the mathematics specialist that arouses our sympathy for our already over-

, burdened colleagues. Science teachers, especially at the middle and secondity.
oschool level,. and science programs at all levels, must concern themselves with
the problem of explaining the relationship of mathematics to the acquisitiOn,
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organization, and utilization of knowledge We have some evidence that

science teachers and science rogrems do not always willingly share this

responsibility. Top often the teachers of science complain. that their
students arrive lacking the bAic mathematical knowledge necessary for.the
understanding of the science whiCh they want YS 'beech. We claim this point
of view is untenable because the learning of mathematics in a useful way
presupposes a continuing Interaction between the devlopment 'of the under-
standing, of natural processes and that of mathematics.

.r.tt

We strongly recommend that scientists and 'mathematicians, science
teachers and mathematics teachers, cooperate closely in order to irovide.-.,
the best possible total program in these two closely related. areas.

More generally., we wish to emph.kSize that mathematics, hoWever impor-

tant, forms only apart of education. The SAT statistics, which have
created so much furore recently, show quite clearly that the decline in
arithmetical skills is simply a part of the general decline in the effective-
ness of basic education. We must insist that it is not fair or reasonable
to stigmatize mathematics education as if it were an isolated.instance of

educational failure. We believe that there a really significant
improvement in the effectiveness of mathematics eduCationonly when the
importance of education itself is once again recognized by all the constitu-
encies that education' serves; primary among these are the students them-
selves, their,parents and their teachers. And, by'the same'token, mathematits
education will only be effedtive when it, mathematics education itself," is
recognized as important by all teachers regardless of their specialties.

31,41

3. Schools in Chaos

We owe to Professor James Wilson the explicit observation, in his posi-
tiop paper, that our schools are in chaos., The comments of many classroom
teachers bear out this very somber observaelon. Teachers today are subject
to overwhelming pressure; they.are,expectedto solve, or at least redress,
all the problems of modern society and somehow, at the same time, to instruct

the children in reading and itaVematics. In many schools studedt attendance

is so irregular that it is virtually impossible/for teachers to develop a
coherent strategy for instruction. Often, in rural and suburban environments

as well as in urban schools-: vandalism .is rife and demeaning attacks on
teachers by the students are matched by verbal attacks on the'teachers by

parents.
z. "'"`-

It is
aplainthattheseconditionsarenot,taken

into account,When
.. :le

schools re condemned for their failure to- communicate basic skills to chil-
... 5:.

-7V.
dVen. We have two proposals to mike. The first Is that, in measurinip_the

1

extent ,to which schools are accomplishing their mission, it will be more fair
to concentrate on the achievements'of students who attend school for, let us

say, 90 percent of the time or more. Second, and in a more ambitious vein,
we recommend that a careful study be made of the forces at work undermining '

the efforts of the teacher to educate the student. We Olould try to account

for the reasons and consequences of.the breakaowt in the traditional respect

for the value of education; and me believe we would find we are suffering
from the effects of the very superficial type of "sales pitch" for education
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that has been current for the past decades. 4-e should:q7i-to estimate..the
effect of the diet of 'doience which is served up to the children so Fliber:
ally'by commercial television (Rothenberg, 1975, p..;1043).- And we should
study ways to restore respeet for education and for the teacher's role in
our society. .

-.

4. Literature Search
_

Several papers have called for a search Of the research literature in
order to determine whariluestions have already been answered. While this
sounds reasonable enough, our experience with the research literature of
mathematics' education has led us to adopt a rather critical view of the
quality of that literature and to'expect a very modest gain to ensue from
a systematic cataloging of its results: We find that there are few firm

-answers to be drawn from the published'' research, and even those which we
do find would appear to apply to severely limited and not always every
',practical problems. Moreover, the objective of the research itself, has
often been of A restricted nature, and has remained in_the area of theoret-
ical speculation. We would particularry recommend, howevef, some of the
recent Clinical studies which seem to us to provide important information
and also toAring investigators into closer contact with schools and students.
It is a striking fact that for some researchers this seems to be the first
time that-t4ey have realized that there is actually a warm blooded student
behind those mark-sensed inventories.

5. The Relationship : -of University Academics to Classroom'Teachers

We consider now one of the most serious concerns that was repeatedly
raised at the Euclid conference. In its most blunt-form it presented itself
as a suggestion that, with some money available from the Federal Government,
the time has come once again for university' academics to move in and "rip
off" the classroom teacher. There was even the counter suggestion that
there was reallfno place for the university academic in raising the standard
of mathematical education, particularly at thee elementary level, and that,
indeed, it was better in many respects that the classroom teacher should not
himself be a mathematics specialist, for if he were he,would have less . .

Sympathy and understanding for the difficulties of his student's, .

It is our strongly held belief that'otily an insignificant number of
members of the mathanaties and mathematics education community have ever
willfully abused their primary responsibility to students and their 'secondary
.responsibility to school.classroom teachers. We belive that the members of
that vopmunity have always understood.the nature of the heayy responsibility
born '.'by teachers and have had great'respect for their akilitie's and their
courage.' This does not mean, however,-that we are-,so fOollsh as to believe
that mistakes of Judgment by mathematicians and mathematics educators'have
not been made, and we recognize that some activities in the past have been
poorly conceived, and some have been poorly executed. Naturally we urge that
great care should be taken to avoid such,errors in the future;, anc6as cue
response to the problem, we strongly encourage the, increased participation
by'claSsroom teaCherS at all leVelsofgrant activity,in particular in'

.
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reviewingproposals. Need it be added that the participation of classroom
teachers in,kesting curricular propOsals should form ap organic partof any
(grant proposal.

As a further response to the attitudes and points of view expressed
.

by Some of the Euclid participants, we want to emphasize the importance of
institutional cooperation idtween schools and colleges as much as cooperation
between mathematicians and mathematics educators. In this way, we can, expect
not only that,we will be able to reduce the number of errors, but also that
the increased input from a variety of sources will lead to the evocation of
new and better ideas. Further, we need fan understanding and appreciation of
the differing roles of our colleagues within the educational community as a
whole. At the risk of beirigtrite, we must add explicitly that no one group
has all the answers and that'each has much to offer.

There is another problem embedded in this discussion. It is clearly
more difficult to reach total agreement if people from widely different
backgrounds with widely different interests are all brought into the decision-
making and testing process. Ourlresponse is: So, much the better. We
should seldom expect total agreement, and should in fact-encourage differing
points of view. Each of. us has had the experience of reacting negatively to
a teacher's description of what he planned to teach and then finding our
skepticism totally unjustified by our subsequent observation of the teacher's
success in the classroom. Frciin this we have learned the lesson that we
should not be too quick to reject ideas that are different from our ownor
that appear to contradict certain a priori views which we hold. To be too.

conservative is at-least as bad, we suggest; as to be too radical in educa-
tional reform. Indeed, We should be trying to balance the tendency toward
conservatism in this field that is encouraged by the fact that critetia of
success often tend to be highly traditional and beyond our control.

6. Standardized Tests

We join our colleagues, Professors Jerrold Zacharias and Banesh Hoffman,
in their campaign to Suppress and supplant current models of standardized
testing. We consider such testing to be not merely suspect, but actually
seriously damaging:to mathematics instruction.) Several conference partici-
pants have suggested that these tests are essentially valueless as diagnostic
tools, and we are in complete agreement with their point-of view.

aw
What, then, are standardized tests good for? As we have seen them used,

they serve as superficial support for school programs ("Our students score

77

"
-We find the NACOME'report pusillanimous on this issue -- and only on

' this issue -- when they write "Many testing programs use instruments that .-
provide'such:crude measures of achievement that they have limited value for
improving instructional programs or assessing an individual student's educe-

,

tional needs" (p. 134). We believe that many instruments have unlimited
negative value%for these purposes.
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well above the State average.") or as threats forcing teachers and students
into a tight test-determined lockstep. We find the search by school adminis-
trators for the easiest formed test demeaning to the profession, and we
are hortified by the frequent examples. of cheating (in one direction to
satisfy school boards, in the other direction to meet Federal requirements
far support programs)..

A glance at the tests reveals them for what they are: rock-bottom,
recall and algorithm-performance measures. Even the problem-solving sections
are trivializations of that so, often misused term.- Somehow it would seem
lohe claimed that'the addition of a few words.changes a computational
exercise into something else, and something far more valuable and humane.
But this is the real problem: The tests subvert any meaningful goals for
mathematics learning. They substitute calculation for mathematics and
reinforce society's, misidentification of the nature of our subject. They
misdirect the attention of teachers and students, as well as of parentS
and legislators.

To forestall any misinterpretation of our point of view, let us imme-
diately repudiate any opposition to the teaching of calculation algorithms.
Of course we support the teaching of computation as an important part of
the larger mathematics program. 'What is wrong with the tests is their identd-
fixation of mathematics solely with that aspect of the program. As has
often been said -- what is easy to test gets tested, and one might add that
what is difficult to test gets ignored. What teacher will devote a major
effort to the teaching of material that does not appear on a standa;dized
test, and what student and what parent will be happy with such a brave
teacher if he discovers the teacher engaged in such an enterprise? In fact,
it was exactly this concern wit the prevalence Of a very restrictive view
of the nature Of what is iasic Itt mathematics education that led us to
insist that the title of the Euclid conference be etended to include with
basic skills the additional words "and learning." e were fully aware of
the test designers' false view of this subject and o its wide prevalence,2 -
and we were determined to redress-the imbalance.

What can be done in the face of the ever increasing tendency,CO
adopt *rent models of standardized testing? We support Professor Zacharias' -

ti endeavors' on project TORQUE to redirect the evaluation efforts of the schools.
Further, we urge the mathematics education community to take a strong stand,
against further use of the current tests. Let us at least have a moratorium
on standardized testing in the schools until new, more reliable, and more
acceptable measures can be developed.

7. Calculators

If the film "The Graduate" were being remade today, the word "plastics"
would surely be replaced in the dialogue by, the wqrd ':calculators." Inun-
dated by these devices,,we_seem to have no idea what-to do with them in
the schools. Some seeirtb wie,h, to stem the flood by Arbitrary restraints
on their utilization. May 6cerli to react by rushing into higfily singular
dogmatic answers. We are greatly.concerned that such irrational reactfons
have already taken place, and will tend to close.off interesting avenues for
experimentation. For example, we are highly dubious of recommendations,that

.1.: 4 3
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would postpone the use of calculators until after concepts have been taught,
because it is plain to us that-the calculator can itself play a very positive
role in concept development. Again, we oppose those who would restrict the .

school use of calculators to those instruments that employ so-called alge-
braic logic, as opposed to Polish logic. We believe that many_of these
reactions stem from a basic conservatism and fear of change, and we recommend,
by contrast, that a wide range of experiments should be encouraged in order
to plumb the full potential benefits of this remarkable tool.

We have been encouraged to learn, since the Euclid conference, that
at least one major calculator manufacturer is about to prodOtriculum
materials (software).to be used with their calculators;/fiearly, teachers
need such support materialsjh order to make effectigd use of the instri
ments. Naturally.we are not at this time in a position to evaluate the
quality.of these particular materials, but we believe that their appearance
may well provide a base for successive improvements. We look forward to the
entry of others into this-field.

4.

t
However, we feel it necessary to sound a note of caution: We are our-

selves sufficiently traditional to maiRtAWithat mathematics teachers should
be concerned primarily with the teachidkcit isathematfei. As we said in the
section on science teaching, the mathematics teacher has already been over- '

loaded with responsibilities which shd properly be assumed by the science
teacher. Of course, the mathematics FeAcher will present his students with
problems related to the metric system, but it is not our view that, it is
his primary responsibility to teach the metric system. Similarly, it is not
his primary reponsibility to teach computer.languageS. We hope that'the hand-
held calculator will be used in the mathematics' classroom predominantly to
support and extend conceptual understanding of mathematics and to facilitate
the application of arithmetical techniques to the solution of real Tife
problems. We certainly believe that it can serve these vital purposes.

Finally, we support the NACOME report recommendation that hand-held
calculators be provided to secondary 'school general mathematics students who
have not by that time mastered the so-called basic facts. There can be no
conceivable justification for allowing the spectre of those unmemorized

,

tables to continue, at that level, to get in the way of the opportunity to
attack reasonable problems.

8.: False Dichotomies
. ,

We heartily endorse -7 and might even claim some priority for (Hilton,
1975) -- the view expressed in the NACOME report that."In the creation,
introduction, and support of mathematics programs, neither teachers, educa-
tional administrators, parents, nor the general public should allow them-
selves to be manipulated into false choices. between

The old and new in mathematics

Skills and concepts

The concrete and' the abstract
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Intuition and formalism

Structure and problem solving

Induction and deduction." (Hill, 1975, p. 136)

Ibdeed, we could add. many'items to this list. As suggested in sec-_
tion 5, we need many points of view in mathematics education and the best
procedure is likely to be a synthesis rather than an extreme position. .

It is very rarely the case that the best way to improve an existing prodedure
is to adopt the opposite, though this is often the type of recommendation
that attracts maximum publicity.

Moreover, many of the apparent dichotomies are not really opposites
at all, but express complementary aspects of a common objective. It is

necessary for those concerned with curricular reform and improvement, as
with instructional reform and improvement, to seek the opinions of experts
in different areas and with different viewpoints.

A particularly dangerous false dichotomy is that between skills and

concepts. It has led to the view that we are fulfilling our duty as educa-
tors if we present students with the opportunity to ,acquire efficiency in
the execution of the basic arithmetical algorithm's. As we have already said,

we cannot accept this view. It is useless to be able to execute, for example,
a subtraction if we are unable to recognize situations for which subtraction'
is the approprIale mathematical model. There is no justification for devoting

such an inordinate amount of time to arithmetical instruction in our schools
,ikvthe students are not to understand those contexts of their lives to which
arithmetical operations are relevant and ,Appropriate.

Similarly, there is no true-antithesis .between the concrete and the

abstract. In mathematics we'use abstract methods to study concrete situations.
It would be an appalling weakening of the whole nature of mathematics, even
at the elementary level, if we were.to present arithmetical operations as
being nothing but operations on concrete objects. Plainly, the student must
understand the versatility of the mathematics which springs from its nature,

as an abstract concept.

The implication of all this is that, instead of indulging in a sterile
ex9cise in bogus scientific methodology, we shquld regard the two aspects

.
set in false dichotomy as complementary in any worthy program of mathematical

in ruction and should seek, by experiment, the appropriate balance between
/t-hese two aspects. It is surely very 'probable that such a balance would,
depend on a number of factors and that, in an ideal situation, the appropriate
balance night even depend on the individual, student.

Problem Solving

0(.the false dichotomies listed in the previous section, we have selected

probl. solving here in vieW:of its extreme topicality. The charge has been

made against the.new mathematics that it emphasizes too strongly the importance
of mathematical structure., and that it Overloo,ks the necessity to educate the

, -
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child to be able to solve problemi. Certainly the student of mathematis
must be able .to solve problems. But, the problems are presumably to be ,

sthose which require mathematics in their solution, and consequently the %%
mathematics must be well understood if it is to be effectively Applied. .

It would be readily acknowledged that it is an important educational '-

experience to be faced with a problem and then to attempt to sone it. ,But.'
to deny oneself access to the available theory, however elementary/he appro-
priate level, in attempting the solution is to place oneself under e very.
grave handicap and to diminish enormously'the probability of obtaining a' t .

good solution in a reasonable amount of time. Problems are most efficiently
solved by the application -of the appropriate theory; and the plate whereche,

\'theory is most likely to be devAloped is in response to xbe desire to solve
interesting problems. Thus, the two activities of structure building and;
problem solving are highly complementary to each other, and, !indeed, depend
on each'other in Any well-balanced eurrictifum.

In particular, we are highly skeptc,cal'of research that; appears to ' T

isolate the solving of problems from the rest of the child's, development *-
of mathematical understanding. We hear mucil.today of . "problem-'solving . ^

strategies" and we find certain ,social scientists endeavoring tq convince .

us that there are such common strategies, which can pplied whether or not.
,

the problem is susceptible of dathematical analySfsk, believe that the,
solving of problems by mathematics is part ormathemat es and that, if problem-
solving strategies relevanetq,mathematics are to be- evelopgd and lea?ned,
then this process must take place within the context of the'mathem'atics . .

.

lesson -- but not necessarily exclusively withih this context. We.would, ,o? .

course, be happy, as we have already said, .if the use of mathematics were . '"
also encouraged by other teachers, and then we would expect thOse othert
teachers simultaneously to be developing the student's problemgolving

. .

abilities. ..
..

.
,

.- ,
,

1 0

1P. *The Nature Of Mathematical Usage Today
4 ,.

. . .- .
.

,

We belieye,it necessary to give attention to the,question of
.

what mathe-
, matics is reallx, needed by today's citizens,rand.what mathematics is likely :'.

to be needed, by tomorrow's citizens. It hats sometimes been said thaX,.
,

whereas/It is clear and noncontroversial that all Adults should be able to'
compute with natural numberS, fractions, and decimals, it is a long time after ''. ,

that.in the natural sequence of mathematical. instruction that one again
meets 4 mathematical topic which is Capable of being applied in everyday life:
It seems necessary fdr us.eo acquaint ourselves with the current mathematical
usages in the skilled trades, ;so that we should knos; whStminimbm exit skilA
the student.,should,acquire.;- Beyond that,-we should find out-more about the
matheMatfes demanded ts.f technicians ancithoseiwhO act as auxiliai-ies in
scientific and technological enterprises. By'studying the way in which .

these needs have ewolcred over, the past years, we may We able to/project "suf-
1

, ficiently fap into the future' to be ahle to antiCipatethe'needs of%our -,

..

' . ' .

2 On
,

- We deFdtand that,nn,,arcl-e or) just.this.topic, writs en by Henry
,

Pollak, is to appear.ih a forthEoming issue of Educational. Studies in: 1..

-Mathematics. ' . .

.

.. '
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s '!present students during, tbeir ectiv(i Lifetime.. ,Ai a lessambitious"-but.-.exti-emelyMportant consequence tyf,sucli a study we may ery* well bb able
to deftermink that, we .can: no longs. jIlstify the tfme elioted to certain. ,trad,i_tional" e.reas.of our present durriculum.

-. .. :
.0t cotfr.se such a study must bd carried 9ut 'cau.giousfyr The. expebta-

, . , ,,,, .:

t-ions of niatli.ematical. ,$)tpetence..W.tll turely themselves ,be.a..fuut`ion of
, he norm of '4,cquirel`"comptence in those' whie3',1eay.e4scbobl. Illus,.,it may

Very :well be tii., employer's' set tileir sights ,low bec4dge thy know what
to ..e5cpect." It is probabae that a istudyof this kind Would be the richer '
dnd. the.more va-luaple far:.extending beyond the experience of one country.
alone. .

.. , . ; ,
- Z-. , . ,-, .

r

-

inat fcs "which
-.its place .in

menkind-,"and
se11.---respt

.nerds. Qf our,
:

4. kr

...% .. . ,. .
w4..musE s'76.,thd .the clear warning aga. iris't 7aSsuming.th.it =the- -

is trot' goiog, to 'be directly applied automatically ftn-feits
the-curriculum: :Mat-hematics is, itself, .a proper 'study for' &

. .,-no e ilriliz.t.l'on .whIch,underrates it, deseveS'to retain ilts
O'r its, der4hip role.. We ..iffust be ever mindful of all Eke
students.. .. .1

1
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